Structure of nucleosomes and organization of internucleosomal DNA in chromatin.
We have compared the mononucleosomal pattern produced by micrococcal nuclease digestion of condensed and unfolded chromatin and chromatin in nuclei from various sources with the repeat length varying from 165 to 240 base-pairs (bp). Upon digestion of isolated H1-containing chromatin of every tested type in a low ionic strength solution (unfolded chromatin), a standard series of mononucleosomes (MN) was formed: the core particle, MN145, and H1-containing, MN165, MN175, MN185, MN195, MN205 and MN215 (the indexes give an approximate length of the nucleosomal DNA that differs in these particles by an integral number of 10 bp). In addition to the pattern of unfolded chromatin, digestion of whole nuclei or condensed chromatin (high ionic strength of Ca2+) gave rise to nuclei-specific, H1-lacking MN155. Digestion of H1-lacking chromatin produced only MN145, MN155 and MN165 particles, indicating that the histone octamer can organize up to 165 bp of nucleosomal DNA. Although digestion of isolated sea urchin sperm chromatin (repeat length of about 240 bp) at a low ionic strength gave a typical "unfolded chromatin pattern", digests of spermal nuclei contained primarily MN145, MN155, MN235 and MN245 particles. A linear arrangement of histones along DNA (primary organization) of the core particle was found to be preserved in the mononucleosomes, with the spacer DNA length from 10 to 90 bp on one (in MN155) or both sides of core DNA being a multiple of about 10 bp. In MN235, the core particle occupies preferentially a central position with the length of the spacer DNA on both sides of the core DNA being usually about 30 + 60 or 40 + 50 bp. Histone H1 is localized at the ends of these particles, i.e. close to the centre of the spacer DNA. The finding that globular part of histones H3 and sea urchin sperm H2B can covalently bind to spacer DNA suggests their involvement in the organization of chromatin superstructure. Our data indicate that decondensation of chromatin is accompanied by rearrangement of histone H1 on the spacer DNA sites adjacent to the core particle and thus support a solenoid model for the chromatin superstructure in nuclei in which the core DNA together with the spacer DNA form a continuous superhelix.